
The guests depart at the afternoon safari time in their own vehicle.  It is a short drive to the sleep-out deck and we 
stop for any interesting sightings, arriving while it is still light so that the deck can be seen in all its glory.

Upon arrival, our team will organise drinks and dinner on the deck.  The sleeping area and bathroom will already 
have been set up during the day.  There are two single beds made as one, a mozzie net, comfy linen and extra 
blankets during the winter months.  

Before the guide departs, there is a safety briefing and the guests are left, safe and secure with everything they need 
to know, to spend an unforgettable night under the stars amongst the sounds of the African night.  

The following morning, the guests are collected in time for their morning safari.  

The sleepout deck is a twenty minute drive north from the camps.  It sleeps four, as two additional mattresses can be 
added if required.

The sleep-out deck is on the northern tip of the reserve, on an elevated point that looks down over the bush, with the 
Drakensberg Mountains as a backdrop. The deck also overlooks a waterhole, at which game love to come and quench their 
thirst throughout the night.  We have even had mating leopards under the deck.  Garonga’s sleep-out deck is in a stunning 
location, is isolated and one’s privacy is ensured.  

The Sleepout

Location



Safety

Facilities
Dining deck
Sleeping area
Loo with a view
A canvas basin for freshening up
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Nothing is 100% safe in the African bush.  However, the deck’s elevated position (5 m above ground) is a 
natural deterrent to any predator.  It would be unnatural for them to enter this space, which they would 
consider a trap.  Secondly, predators prefer game to humans; it is easier and more inherent to stalk and 
capture prey on the ground.  To deter inquisitive hyaena, there is a gate at the bottom of the staircase.  In 
addition, guests are furnished with a radio, a spotlight and an alarm sounder for safety.  There are also 
paraffin lamps dotted around the deck.  In the unlikely event that guests need assistance, we will reach 
them in twenty minutes, with ongoing radio support. 

Clothing for the evening, night and for the morning safari; camera and binoculars.  

What to Take



Summary
As the sleep-out takes a lot of preparation, cancelling is a ‘no-no’.
Pre-booking is advised as it is so popular. 
95% of our guests have loved this unique experience.  It is truly memorable and worthwhile, especially if you are 
staying four or more nights.  
Try it – there’s no extra cost and you won’t regret it. 
If at any time you feel uncomfortable, nervous, or it is raining; you will be collected from the sleep-out.  

A two course dinner is provided: shepherd’s pie, lasagne, chicken casserole or mushroom casserole. Pudding is normally a 
chocolate brownie with cream.  Hot water is supplied for tea and coffee during the night and early morning.  There is plenty 
of drinking water and the choice of bar drinks is made before departure.  

Dining

The Weather
Summer nights are very hot and humid with occasional showers.
Winter nights are crystal clear with amazing stars and we provide a star chart and laser pointer to make the most of this 
clarity.  There are no bugs, humidity or rain.  
The cosy duvet and blanket means that you are kept warm and comfortable.  


